Let’s discuss
NEW AUTHORS - NEW BOOKS
On All Interest Books
If you are an author and you have completed your book as a PDF file and hosted a web page
then you are ready to advertise. If not, then you can ask for our help to do this at:
admin@allinterestbooks.co.uk . This site is owned by two authors.
Hopefully, you will have had it basically checked by a proof reader and converted from word to
PDF.

Action
1. Send a copy to pass through our check panel. If approved, we delete the copy you sent
and request your book cover illustration on a GIF or Jpeg at about 1 or 2 MB. Also, a forwarding
active URL to your site.
2. Your payment will be through the PAY NOW icon and the date will start when the book
cover is placed on the site.
3. The terms are for one month at a time and although no sales are guaranteed (the price
being very low) there will be exposure at the present moment on the first page. Only, and at this
time, you will be placed on our home page whilst the space is still available.
TERMS
If for any reason your advert does not appear you will be refunded.
No pornagraphic or hateful or racial or any other books of similair content will be allowed on this
site.
The books content is solely the responsibilty of the author and absolves All Interest books of any
liability or copyright.
All Interest Books reserve the right to remove any book from the site without notice. Any
violations and the advert will be removed immediately.
The cover will be placed and the URL link attached to the image.
Clicking on the image will send it to your site - as this Sample.

Please now return to All Interest Books
And place your order.
At the present moment only £24 for a year
£2 per month

